All laps must be fully sealed.

**KEY TO MATERIALS:**
(Refer to Visqueen Technical Data for full detailed material specification).

1) VISQUEEN ZEDEX CPT DPC.
(Preformed cloths to suit cavity tray profile).
2) VISQUEEN ZEDEX CPT DPC LINK PIECE.
3) VISQUEEN 500µm HIGH PERFORMANCE DPM or VISQUEEN SELF ADHESIVE MEMBRANE on HP TANKING PRIMER.
4) VISQUEEN PRO SINGLE SIDED JOINTING TAPE (75mmx25m).
5) VISQUEEN PRO JOINTING TAPE (50mmx10m).
6) VISQUEEN JOINTING TAPE (100mmx15m) on HP TANKING PRIMER.
7) VISQUEEN VAPOUR BARRIER.

NB: DO NOT SCALE - USE FIGURED DIMENSIONS ONLY.